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Abstract 

The computational fluid dynamics codes play a paramount role by demonstrating the system dynamics. The solid 
dynamics in a multiphase reactor can be analysed from (Chaos, Fractures, Clustering Discrete Element and 
Eulerian-Langrangian) simulation methods. The Chaos analysis is studied from pressure variation and time series. 
It includes the characterization of the flow region and their transition. The correlation dimension from the gas phase 
will describe the scale behaviour in the Chaos analysis. An effective flow model with definite investigation is 

obtained from this analysis. The flow regimes will be characterized by the structures variation. The volume of fluid 
and continuum surface force models elaborate on the fluidized bed bubble dynamics in the reactor. The bubbles 
formation and gasification process of (Fuel gas) are studied from parameters by including (Minimum fluidization 
velocity, Gas surface tension, Gas viscosity and Density). The results demonstrate the parameters which are 
influenced by (Particle density and Size). The investigation in time series signals for the biomass gasification 
process will be demonstrated from the fluidized bed hydrodynamics and system basics. The solid dynamics has 
been investigated by indicating a novel bubbling in biomass (Wood) in the gasification process time signals. The 
indication of complex signals in solid dynamics can be obtained from it simultaneously. 

Key words:  Chaos Analysis, Volume of Fluid Method, Discrete Element  Method and Eulerian- Eulerian Simulation. 

Introduction 

The multiphase reactors are found in large industrial 
applications by including petrochemical, refinery, 

pharmaceutics, food and chemicals industries. The multiphase 

reactors are known for their characteristics of mass transfer in 

reactions zone. Thus, it keeps a paramount importance to 

design the solids flow region for an optimum process which 

can carry it effectively. There is combination of combination 

of different numerical methods from the solids flow region in 

a reactor can be identified.  The various hydrodynamic 

properties can identify the solids flow region [1-13] . Chaos 

Analysis has a potential method to demonstrate the 

hydrodynamic properties in a multiphase reactor system. In 
this analysis, the flow region is identified from chaos 

invariants. The transitory region is characterized when an 

abrupt chaotic invariant is seen. These chaos invariants 

possess different kinds of features with a definite operating 

range value.  The pressure variation with a time series is 

obtained from multiphase reactors as its chaos signal [14-25]. 

The other transfer properties by including solid phase hold-up 

can be measured in (Gas-Liquid-Solid) fluidized bed reactor. 

The solids flow region is uniform under liquid and gas as the 

feed. The self-arranged clustering property in (Gas-Liquid-

Solid) fluidized bed reactor is a dynamic process that includes 

the rapid propagation of the gas bubbles [26-32].  
The image processing technique has a paramount importance 

to evaluate the process by showing space-time values clearly. 

A metal-oxide-semiconductor is used there to show the 

particles and bubbles. It shows the effect of (Liquid, Solid 

particle characteristics and Operating conditions) on self-

arranged process structure in (Gas-Liquid-Solid) fluidized 

bed reactor. The solid particle dynamics or behavior in this 

reactor being studied from the fractal analysis. The structure 

of these bubbles is studied from the fractal method. These 

solids dynamics are dependent on eddies formation inflow 

and their chaotic behavior is linearly studied from these 

particles and bubbles from time sequence data in fractal 

analysis with different frequencies. The variation of pressure 

in this reactor is analyzed from different process conditions in 

Hurtz’s range. The time series of pressure variation is 

demonstrated from Brownian motion. The turbulence value in 

solid particles can be demonstrated from it in the (Gas-Liquid-
Solid) fluidized bed reactor. These correlated values are 

strongly influenced from their respective phases flow region. 

The determination of the phase’s pressure and conductivity 

values give a rise to evaluate the flow structure by flow area 

transition [33-36]. 

The (Volume of simulation, Eulerian-Langrangian, and 

Discrete element) methods are used to simulate the interfaces 

between gas, liquid and solid systems. These computational 

fluid dynamic methods are very useful by reducing evaluation 

costs with an increased (Surface topology).  It also 

investigates the (Shape, Velocity and Shear stress) in 

multiphase (Gas-Liquid-Solid) multiphase reactors. The 
inherent mass conversion proves its suitability from these 

methods. The combination of (Volume of simulation and 

Discrete element) methods are also used to evaluate 

hydrodynamics in (Gas-Liquid-solid) multiphase reactors. 

The detailed evaluation is being obtained from the volume of 

the simulation method. The discrete particle method 

demonstrates the phase’s interaction in these multiphase 

reactors. It gives rise to the measurement of surface 

wettability from flow regions in a reactor which proves 

towards a useful understanding of complex solid dynamics in 

a (Gas-Liquid-Solid) multiphase reactor [37-42] . 
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The numerical methods by including (Eulerian-Eulerian and 

Eulerian-Lagrangian) are used to evaluate the complex solid 

dynamics in the multiphase reactors. The solid dynamics for 

biomass gasification in the bubbling region of the fluidized 

bed is evaluated from these models. The gasification process 
is modeled from steady-state (Eulerian-Eulerian) simulation 

code. A homogenous reaction takes place with nitrogen gas 

phase in this process.  The solid dynamics in porous media of 

the fluidized bed reactor is being simulated from the 

Langrangian simulation method [31, 43-51].  

Literature Review: 
Chaos behavior in Multiphase reactor   
system: 
Mingyan and Zhong [52]  did the research work on chaos 
behaviors in a bubble column reactor. The chaos 

characteristic of this system is solely based on the 

determination of time series in a sequence of pressure 

variation in a reactor. The demonstration of the flow region 

and its transition is being made possible in phases (Liquid and 

Gas). When there is a heterogeneous flow region is exists, a 

superficial gas velocity can determine whether the single 

phase is dominant in this reactor system. The formation of an 

optimum flow model is being met through chaos analysis. The 

flow region and its transition can be demonstrated from the 

structural change.  

Figure.1: Illustration of pressure change with time series analysis [52]. 

Figure 1 shows the pressure variation and power patterns with 

time series analysis at different superficial gas velocities. 

There is an observation that low-frequency effects on the 

power spectrum are due to bubbling flow regions. The lower 

frequency is due to the flow region change which is 

demonstrated in Fig.1 (b2 and b3).   There are observed high-

frequency peaks in transition range at high value of superficial 

gas velocity from 9.9 cm/s to 5 cm/s. The frequency profile 

tends to decrease on low superficial gas velocities from 3.2 

cm/sec to 1.4 cm/sec. Thus, a frequency profile varies with 

superficial gas velocities.  

Figure. 2:  Illustration of chaos invariants with correlated radius  at 

different regions in a  Bubble column reactor [52]. 

Figure 2 shows the log plot of correlated integral and radius 

of the sphere with a variation in superficial gas velocities. It 

is being demonstrated in figure 2 that the flow region is being 

visible from the structure curves. The linear section is shown 

from the correlated curves in figures 2 (a,b,c). A wave 
appeares in the section when there comes a transition in the 

flow region. It is due to the lower frequency in power 

spectrum. This slope gets saturated at one value with an 

increase in superficial gas velocity. The correlation dimension 

demonstrates that structure distribution in homogenous 

bubbling flow regions is due to density. It shows the flow 

property of the phase in a homogeneous bubbling flow region. 

When there is transition in a phase from homogenous 

bubbling flow to heterogeneous flow region, there appear 

linear slopes which are demonstrated in figure 2 part (d,e,f,). 

In this work, there are three linear (Scale 1, Scale 2 and Scale 

3) sections. It is helpful to get the correlation dimension from
variable superficial gas velocities. There is no phase space in

the structure due to the uneven distribution of the bubbles at

the heterogeneous flow region [53, 54].

Hence, these chaos analyses demonstrate the solid dynamics

with variations in pressure and time. It arises to show the

difference between (Homogeneous and Churn) flow regions

in a multiphase bubble column reactor. These analyses 

describe an understanding of flow region transition by

demonstrating solid dynamics [55].

Analysis on Fractual Structure in Multiphase 
reactor: 
Jianhu, Mingyan and Zongding [56]  did the research work on 

fracture structure in (Gas-Liquid-Solid) circulating fluidized 

bed reactor. In this work, the fracture structure was 
characterized by low solid (Macro porous resin) holdup and 

variable operating conditions. The multiphase reactor system 

flows can be distinguished from the fracture structure 

determination method significantly. The high solid content 

leads to fracture and aggregation. Thus, in (Gas-Liquid-Solid) 

circulating fluidized bed reactor, the aggregation is reduced 

from a high superficial velocity of the liquid phase. 
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Figure. 3:  Illustration of amplified pictures of (Gas-Liquid- Solid)  

riser [56].  

Figure 3 shows the amplified pictures on (Gas-Liquid and 

Solid) flow images at three phase’s riser. The fractal body is 
a part of these phases. The similarities between the phases are 

demonstrated from the amplified pictures. It is being enlarged 

to show (Gas-Liquid-Solid) flows pattern in the multiphase 

reactor. It shows that the fractal dimensions are in non-linear 

flow structures. There does not exist absolute similarity in 

(Gas-Liquid-Solid) riser. In (Gas-Liquid-Solid) riser, the 

operating conditions are; (AB-8 resin of diameter =0.6mm, 

Superficial velocity Um = 5.56 mm/s and Mass flow rate of 

solid Gs = 80.66 kg/(m2·h)).  

Figure.4:  Illustration of primary liquid flow at variable superficial 

liquid velocities [56]. 

Figure 4 shows original (Gas-Liquid-Solid) patterns at 

variable superficial liquid velocities. The figure 4(a), at 

5.56mm/s of liquid superficial velocity and GSa= 74.27 

kg/(m2·h), the dilution is minimum. It tends to increase in Fig. 
4 (b,c,d) with superficial  velocities  and solid flow from um 

= (6.67, 7.78 and 8.89) mm/s  at Gs  (72.97,  73.81 and 68.57 

) kg/(m2·h) simultaneously. It is being demonstrated that at 

high superficial liquid velocity, the flow becomes dilute with 

a gas bubble and solid particles. Figure 5 shows the fractal 

dimension of all three phases by including (Gas, Liquid and 

Solid). The nature of fracture at three phase’s flows is 

demonstrated from gas bubbles on different superficial gas 

velocities. There is a decrease in fractal values (D1 and D3) 

with an increase in superficial gas velocity demonstrated in 

figure 5 (a). There is also shown the effect of gas or solids 

holdup with change in superficial gas velocity in figure 5(b). 
It is clearly shown that a decrease in gas and solids hold-up 

with an increase in superficial gas velocity. 

Figure. 5: Illustration of fractal dimension, gas and solid  hold with 

variation in superficial velocities [56]. 

Figure.6: Illustration of bubble separation to evaluate three  phase’s 

hold-up [56]. 

The bubbles are separated from the separation treatment. It 

includes the ejection of bubbles. Every gas-liquid-solid image 

can be recognized by using this technique. The two images 

(liquid and solid bubble image) are obtained in figure 6 (b,c) 

by using a high image capturing technique. The factors 

(Volume, Solid-holdup and Velocity) can be calculated from 

bubble pattern image.  

Thus, fractal analysis shows the solid particles motion in 

different phases flow from (High image resolution) 

processing. There is an effect on the solid and gas phase’s 

hold up with a variation in superficial gas and liquid velocities 
[57]. 

Simulation on Low Solid Holdup in Bubble 
Column Reactor: 
Xu, Mingyan and Tang [58]  did the research study is based 

on the low hold up of solid particles in (Gas-Liquid-Solid) 

bubble column reactor. In this research study, the bubbling 
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dynamics were investigated from very lower solids particles 

hold up. The (Discrete particle and Volume of fluid) methods 

were performed to evaluate the bubbling dynamics in the 

reactor. The solid particle characteristics influence was 

studied from (Size, Numbers, and Density). There are other 
operating conditions on a liquid phase by including 

(Superficial velocity, Surface tension and Viscosity). The 

investigation also consists of the particle entrainment with an 

increase in velocity of three phases (Gas-Liquid-Solid) flows. 

Figure.7: Illustration on gas bubble dynamics with a different angle on 

the gas nozzle on constant solid particle size [58].  

Figure 7 shows the gas bubble dynamics for variation in the 

angle of the nozzle. There is an effect on nozzle wettability 

inflow. The contact angle changes from 0° to 110° degrees. 

These properties by including (Fluid and particles) are 

constant. When the contact angle values are between (0° to 

50°) degrees, the gas bubbles are vertical with the inner edge 

in gas bubble formation. When the contact angle is higher than 

the 70° degree, the gas bubbles come to baseline by extending 

horizontally. Thus, an increase tendency of gas bubbles 

develops with detached gas bubble volume by increasing 

contact angle, as demonstrated in figure 7 (c,d,e) of the bubble 

column reactor. 

Figure. 8: Illustration on particle entrainment around the gas bubbles 

in a bubble column reactor [58].   

Figure 8 shows the rise of gas bubbles with solids particle 

around it. The particle entrainment proves to be in a 

paramount role to describe the solid fluidization. The above 

figure 8 describes the numerical simulation of a rising bubble. 

The gas bubbles are of diameter 20mm with a spherical shape. 

The solids particles were at rest initially. After it, they are 

distributed randomly over the bottom area of the reactor. The 

main objective of the present research work is to compare the 

solid dynamics simulation results with experimental ones. In 

this simulation study, the solid particles are dragged from gas 

bubbles; it describes an agreement between temporary 

variations of the solids particles with entrainment with the gas 

bubbles. The solid particles existed in the system follow 
towards the low velocity of the gas bubbles. This behavior 

from solid particle effect the fluidization process which 

completely gets agree with experimental results. 

Henceforth, Solid particle s motion at constant volume is 

being analysed in a (Gas-Solid) multiphase reactor. There is 

an observation that gas bubbles acquire motion from solid 

particles contact [59]. 

Evaluation of Solid Dynamics from Biomass 
Gasification  process 
Oevermann, Gerber, and Behrendt [60] did the research work 

on (Euler-Langrangian) numerical model to simulate the 

wood gasification in a bubbling fluidized bed reactor. The 

exhaust gas phase is simulated through the Navier-Stokes 

equation. 

On the other hand, the solid phase is simulated with (Discrete 
Element) method. This simulation describes the gas phase and 

zero-dimensional simulation of each solid particle in 

(Pyrolysis and Gasification) processes with heat and mass 

transfer. 

The simulation results have a focus on wood-feeding rate for 

exhaust gas composition analysis. It also provides information 

on temperature influence on exhaust gas composition. The 

simulation is carried out under the data in figure 9. 

Figure. 9: Illustration on Experimental data from the reactor 

(Temperature, Time and Height) [60]. 

Figure 9 shows that the gaseous inlet stream has a temperature 

of 423 K at a velocity of (0.079 m/s) that enters in the reactor. 

The temperature at the reactor walls is constant at 600 K for 

this simulation. The solid charcoal particles are 4000 in 

numbers at the beginning of the process at 1050 K 
temperature. These particles are selected to match the bed 

height from experimental data [32]. Figure 10 (a,b) shows the 

simulation on the effect of biomass (Wood) gasification 

different wood-feeding rate of (0.105 and 0.21) kg/hr 

respectively. The time is varied from (0 to 1.55, 0.31, 0.465 

and 0.621) seconds. The wood as feed is supplied on the lower 

left side of the reactor. There is an outlet at the upper side of 

it. The major objective of this simulation is to study the carbon 

mono-oxide production by keeping a variation at temperature. 

The pyrolysis of wood is carried out in the gaseous product. 
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After it, Carbon mono-oxide (CO) produces from gasification 

process with charcoal particles. These two reactions produce 

carbon mono-oxide (CO) directly at the fuel inlet. 

Figure. 10: Illustration on carbon monoxide mass fraction with  time 

variation and different feed Rates [60]. 

Figure. 11:.Illustration on solid particles distribution in gas-solid 

fluidized bed reactor at constant time and different wood-feeding rates 

[60]. 

Figure 11 shows the solid particles distribution in the reactor 

for biomass (wood) gasification at different feeding rates. As 
the feeding rate is increased, the fluidization gets high. Figure 

11 (a) describes the fluidization process at a biomass feeding 

rate of (0.105) kg/h. At his rate, the solid bed is fluidized and 

seldom bubbles are formed in a reactor. While at a biomass 

feed rate of (0.21) kg/hr, the solid bed comes into bubbling 

fluidization state. There is a violent eruption of bubbles as 

shown in figure 11(b) at (0.21) kg/hr of biomass feeding rate. 

This qualitative behavior leads towards an increase in 

amplitude and frequencies of solid bed.  

Hence, the solid particles of biomass (Wood) particles show 

their process operability by regarding in production of carbon 

mono-oxide under different reaction stages. The primary 
analyses for the time series data are to plot the data from the 

measured signals. It shows the time scale and nature of the 

flow. The mass and momentum transfer equations numerical 

investigations are required for characterization of gaseous 

interfaces in the reactor for two (Gas and Solid) fluidization. 

The solid particle distribution demonstrates the degree of 

fluidization which leads towards the production of fuel at 

different biomass (Wood) feeding rates [61-65].   

Conclusions: 
1. These transitional analyses are able to characterize

the flow region transition in the (Gas-Liquid-Solid)

multiphase reactor. It provides the data set on

structure change evaluation. The integral correlation

demonstrates the nature of the flow region and the
multiplicity of the linear section. The solid dynamics

evaluation comes from these multi-scale behaviors

from an appropriate multi-flow characterization.

Thus, It is an unprecedented result declaration for the

identification of the phase’s flow regions and their

transition.

2. The fractal analysis evaluates the solid dynamics with

the degree of agglomeration in the (Gas-Liquid-Solid)

multiphase reactor. Their phase’s holdup affects

fractal analysis. There is an observation from the

results that the fractal dimension increase with

phase’s holdup. The solid aggregation can be reduced
from high superficial liquid phase velocity. These

results can guide the design of the (Gas-Liquid-Solid)

reactor.

3. The solid clustering demonstrates the distribution is

not uniform in the (Gas-Liquid-Solid) multiphase

reactor. There exist multiplex clusters in (Gas-Liquid-

Solid) riser. They arise from five main factors by

including (Operating conditions, Liquid and Particles

properties). These results are capable of

demonstrating the fundamental understanding for

evaluation of three phases (Gas-Liquid-Solid)
fluidization for high efficiency.

4. The (Volume of fluid) model from computational

fluid dynamics shows its viability by simulating the

effect of solid particle dynamics in a multiphase

reactor. The results are in agreement with

experimental ones. The solid particle’s movement has

a focus on gas bubbles diameter and its velocity in

multi phase’s flows. The increase in contact angle

makes large gas bubbles. The high-gas phase velocity

tends to lower the surface tension force. This force

increases the superficial liquid phase velocity and

viscosity.
5. The computational fluid dynamics codes keep a

paramount role in showing the solid dynamics in a

bubbling fluidized bed reactor of the biomass

gasification process. The (Eulerian- Langrangian)

simulation method provide information about solid

particle collision. A mechanism is being developed

from different reaction kinetics at the given

temperature. The illustration of solid biomass (Wood)

motion with the gas phase is carried out from this

computational simulation code.
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6. The limitations of computational fluid dynamics

include that models do not measure accurate

phenomenon with high precision. A large simulation

coupling can create difficulty in access. There is

needed a specific permission and expense to use it.
There can accumulate error with unknown sources

and experiments cannot validate without eliminating

them.
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